
General Terms and Conditions
 TrepChallenge

 



are automatically generated by a computer or any other electronic system;

are completed by third parties or in bulk; or 

are illegible, incomplete, fraudulent, altered, reconstructed, falsified, or manipulated. 

1. The Acceptance Policies and these General Terms and Conditions constitute the terms

and conditions of the TrepChallenge Program. In case of a conflict between these

General Terms and Conditions and the Acceptance Policies, the General Terms and

Conditions shall prevail.

                                                 

2. The opportunity is open to all applicants (from now on referred to as "Participants") as

specified in the General Terms and Conditions. Excluded persons (as defined in the

Acceptance Policy), collaborators of Impulsa Global, Emtech Institute, TrepCamp,

Philanthrophilia, their families, or any third party directly involved in the management of

TrepChallenge will not win. TrepCamp reserves all rights to request the necessary

information or documents to verify that participants meet all the conditions required to

be considered for inclusion.

                                  .

3. Participation in TrepChallenge is not free of charge. Therefore, paying a one-time

participation fee for the Toolkit to be received is mandatory. 

4. The number of participanions per Candidate is not limited. Only natural persons are

eligible to participate. Only entries submitted through the official method designated for

TrepChallenge registration will be accepted. The TrepCamp Team will not receive entries

that:



5. TrepCamp reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to cancel a participant whose

conduct or performance is contrary to the spirit or intent of the TrepChallenge or these

General Terms and Conditions.

6. The Start and End dates for formalizing participation are indicated on the TrepCamp

website. Entries received after the end time will not be considered.

7. Participants agree to provide truthful and accurate information. TrepCamp shall have

no liability in connection with lost, misplaced, damaged, deleted, incomplete, illegible, or

late delivery entries, regardless of the cause, including technical equipment failure,

malfunction of equipment, systems, network, server, etc.

8. A winner, or multiple winners, will be chosen by selecting and following the Acceptance

Policies on the date indicated on the TrepCamp website.

9. The winner(s) will receive the benefit(s) indicated on TrepCamp.org 

10. The winner(s) will be notified via the method and on the date indicated on the

Website. TrepCamp may request further information from the selected winner(s) to

confirm that their profile meets the requirements.

11. Suppose a winner rejects or does not accept their place in TrepChallenge within two

calendar days or less from the day of notification. In that case, TrepCamp reserves the

right to select another beneficiary.

12. The beneficiary Participant will be notified via email as a first instance. If necessary,

TrepCamp will resort to contacting information to inform the beneficiary on time.



Transportation airport - accommodation - airport. 

Personal expenses

Visa costs 

Meals over the amount mentioned as a food stipend (250 USD).

Activities outside of the agenda

Expenses caused by illness, accidents, or unforeseen events that are not covered in

the insurance policy purchased by TrepCamp for the participants. 

13. The Participant is responsible for providing complete and accurate contact

information to TrepCamp.

14. The benefit is non-exchangeable, non-transferable, and no cash alternative payment

is offered.

15. Participants are deemed to have accepted and agree to be bound by the General

Terms and Conditions at the time of registration. TrepCamp reserves the right to refuse

participation or delivery of the benefit to any person who fails to comply with the

General Terms and Conditions.

16. The prize includes travel insurance, partial compensation of round trip travel cost

(500 USD), transportation accommodation - event - accommodation, accommodation,

tuition, internal transportation, and a food stipend. TrepCamp reserves the right to

cancel, suspend or modify the benefit when necessary at its sole discretion. 

17. The award does not include:



 Images and other submissions are original works, are not defamatory or libelous,

and do not infringe on the rights of third parties. 

18. To the extent permitted by applicable law, TrepCamp and its collaborators shall have

no obligation to compensate the Participant(s) or Beneficiary(ies) under any

circumstances or to accept any liability for any loss or damage as a result of receiving or

using the prize. Without prejudice to the preceding, nothing in the General Terms and

Conditions can exclude or limit the liability of TrepCamp in the event of personal injury

or death caused by the negligence of TrepCamp or its direct collaborators. The

mandatory rights of the Participants are not affected by this provision.

19. By entering the TrepChallenge, the Participants confirm that they are eligible to do so

and that they are also eligible to receive the prize. TrepCamp may request proof of the

Participant's eligibility. If the winner is determined to be ineligible, TrepCamp reserves

the right to award the prize to another Participant and demand the return of any prize

already awarded. 

20. TrepCamp will not accept any liability for any claim or damage caused directly or

indirectly by the fact that a Participant has not verified their suitability or ability to

receive or enjoy the prize before formalizing their participation in the TrepChallenge.

21.By participating in the TrepChallenge, Participants agree that the prize is awarded "as

is" and that neither TrepCamp nor any of its subsidiary companies or companies

belonging to its group of companies make any representation or warranty of any nature

concerning the prize.

22. TrepCamp may require Participants to submit images, videos, or other media;

participants confirm that: 



  They have the consent to use any third-party images in the entry and have waived

any rights to that effect for such use. If the third party image is of a person under 18,

parental or guardian consent must be provided. 

The Participant will provide evidence of any required consent or authorization upon

request by TrepCamp, or risk being disqualified from entering the selection.

The Participant authorizes the use of this material and confers consent to the use of

the image for advertising, commercial, informational or promotional purposes at

TrepCamp's discretion.

23. TrepCamp does not claim any right of ownership or title to your participation.

24. Participants agree to grant TrepCamp an irrevocable, non-exclusive, royalty-free,

worldwide, global license for the entire term of any intellectual property rights in the

TrepChallenge entry and any accompanying materials to use, display, publish, transmit,

copy, edit, alter, store and sub-license the TrepChallenge access and any accompanying

materials (including images) for such purposes.

25. Winners agree that TrepCamp may use their name, image, city, or country of

residence to announce the winner of this prize and for any other reasonable

promotional purpose without consideration or payment. In this regard, the Participants

agree to cooperate fully with TrepCamp in developing such promotional activities.

26. TrepCamp and its collaborators will collect and process the personal information of

the Participants and may share it with internal agents of the organization, as well as with

companies included in the group of companies within Impulsa Global.  



27. Personal data provided during this candidacy may be transmitted to third-party

providers only to the extent required for the awards' fulfillment, delivery, or

management.

28.TrepChallenge is not sponsored, endorsed, or administered in any way by, or

associated with, any third-party websites or social media platforms. TrepCamp disclaims

any liability arising from third-party websites or social media use by the Participant(s).



Acceptance Policy 
 TrepChallenge



The / participant exhibits in a textual, physical, or implicit way a provocative,

defamatory attitude, hate speech, hostile or that humiliates, denigrates, or tarnishes

the personal or institutional image of any person or organization. 

Failure to comply with the schedule, day, time, or form of submission of the video,

form, registration, or letter of intent. 

Failure to comply with the minimum requirements for participation; Required age of

majority, appropriate conduct, registration form, one-time payment, and any other

particular or joint requirements specified in the Acceptance Policies, General Terms,

and Conditions or on TrepCamp's official website and social networks.

Acceptance of the rules

Participation in TrepChallenge implies full acceptance of these rules. They can be

consulted at any time on trepcamp.org.

By participating, all participants accept the TrepChallenge rules, the rules governing their

participation, and the General Terms and Conditions of the program that are exposed on

the TrepCamp website.

How to participate

Participation in TrepChallenge is open to individuals over 18 years of age who reside in

or are nationals of any country except Cuba, Iran, North Korea, and Syria. 

TrepCamp reserves the right of acceptance to the contest if any of the following points

are violated: 



Registration is in the official TrepChallenge link - TrepCamp.org

Make a one-time payment of 50 USD corresponding to the endowment of the

entrepreneur ToolKit. 

Complete the registration form and upload the video and TikTok URL.

Wait for the results.

Registration is in the official TrepChallenge link - TrepCamp.org

Make a one-time payment of 50 USD corresponding to the Entrepreneur ToolKit. 

Complete the application Quiz and answer a couple of questions through a video

filmed by the participant and subsequently sent to the organization through a

specific form. 

Wait for the results.

Each natural person may participate as often as he/she wishes as long as he/she

completes the steps to make his/her registration official. Each participant must be

accompanied by registration, video, payment, and postulation steps independent of

previous postulations. 

The accreditation of more than one prize per individual participant is limited, having only

one prize opportunity associated with the same email user during the entire 2022 - 2023

contest.

Selection, publication, and announcement of winners

The application and selection process consists of different stages: 

Video application: 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Quiz application: 

1.

2.

3.

4.



An immersive experience in New York 2023, including exclusive events, private

lectures, sightseeing, and professional visits.

Accommodation (9 days - 8 nights) in shared rooms in university residence halls. 

Transportation accommodation - visits - accommodation. 

Meal allowance (250 USD) in cash.

Partial payment of airline tickets for an equivalent or less than 5OO USD.

Travel insurance.

Coordination guide during the whole process before, during, and after the

experience. 

Once these steps are completed, the participant will be officially registered and eligible

for the award. 

The selection process is hybrid, with an automated verification process and a

subsequent validation step by the TrepCamp admissions committee and a panel of

experienced judges.

The results will be previously announced to the selected participants via email and

WhatsApp. From the date of the announcement, participants will have a maximum of 2

calendar days to accept or reject the prize. If no response is received within two calendar

days, the prize will be reversed and awarded to the next in the selection list.

The results will be published once the participant accepts the prize. 

Prize

The prize consists of a connecting experience in New York during the summer of 2023. 

The prize consists of the following:



The prize cannot be accumulated with other prizes, nor can it be exchanged for any

other product/service or its cash equivalent. The prize is personal and non-transferable.

Personal data

By showing interest in this recruitment, all participants accept and provide their personal

data to officialize their candidacy in the TrepChallenge.

The data provided will be used exclusively for purposes that TrepCamp sees fit, taking

into account the privacy of these and ensuring the strict responsible use of these. This

data may be used later for informational, advertising, promotional, or commercial

purposes. 

All participants of the TrepChallenge authorize TrepCamp Sapi Cv to use their data, to

publish their names for the purposes outlined in these rules, and may periodically use

the name and image of the participant, as well as their e-mail address for sending

promotional information.

TrepCamp may not use such data for any purpose other than the purpose indicated in

these rules, being treated by the legislation on data protection.



Other considerations

TrepCamp reserves the right to suspend, cancel, extend, shorten or modify the contest if

circumstances force it to do so, without having to justify the decision and without being

able to claim any responsibility as a consequence, always in a way that does not

prejudice the rights acquired by the participants.

Registration in TrepChallenge implies acceptance of the Acceptance Policies and the

General Terms and Conditions, as well as the organization's criteria in situations that

require immediate action. 


